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Abstract
Multilevel modelling (MLM) approaches make it possible for designers and modellers to work with an unlimited number
of abstraction levels when specifying domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs). In this paper, we present a functional
infrastructure that allows modellers to define the structure and the operational semantics of multilevel modelling hierarchies,
enabling simulation and analysis. Using the MultEcore tool, one can design and distribute the models that compose the
language family in a multilevel hierarchy, and specify their behaviour by means of multilevel transformation, so-called
multilevel coupled model transformations. We give a rewrite logic semantics to MultEcore’s MLM, on which we have based
our automated transformation from MultEcore to the rewriting logic language Maude. Then, we rely on Maude to execute
MultEcore models and to support analysis techniques, like reachability analysis, bounded and unbounded model checking of
invariants and LTL formulas on systems with both finite and infinite reachable state spaces using equational abstraction. We
illustrate our developed techniques on a DSML family for Petri nets.

Keywords Multilevel modelling · Domain-specific modelling languages · Model transformations · Verification · Rewriting
logic · Maude

1 Introduction

Multilevelmodelling (MLM) is a notable research areawhere
models and their specifications can be organised into several
levels of abstraction [4]. Indeed, the MLM community has
shown thatMLM is a favourable approach in domains such as
process modelling and software architecture [6,8]. Although
there exist diverse approaches for MLM (see [2,17,62,65]
for some of them), they all share a common idea: lifting the
restriction on the number of levels that designers can use to
specify modelling languages.
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This restriction is present in traditional Model-Driven
Software Engineering (MDSE) approaches which are based
on the ObjectManagement Group (OMG) [45] 4-layer archi-
tecture such as the UnifiedModelling Language (UML) [64]
and the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [46,60]. Like
in traditionalMDSE approaches,MLMuses abstractions and
modelling techniques to tackle the continually increasing
complexity of software by considering models as primary
artefacts in each phase of the software engineering life-cycle
[11]. Using MLM, modellers are no longer forced to fit
their modelling language specifications within two levels of
abstraction: one for (meta)models and one for their instances.
This limitation might indeed be too restrictive for certain sit-
uations where the language is large and/or complex, and even
more when defining behavioural domain-specific modelling
languages (DSMLs). DSMLs that are, for instance, varia-
tions on general-purpose languages, i.e., to specify different
refinements aimed at specific domains, would require fur-
ther concretisations of their metamodels. Moreover, these
limitations may lead to complications like model convolu-
tion, accidental complexity, and mixing concepts belonging
to different domains (see, e.g., [6,7,19] for discussions on
these issues).
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One of the most prominent applications of MDSE is
the construction of DSMLs [46]. These are modelling lan-
guages that are tailored to a concrete application area [33]
which bridge the gap between software engineers and domain
experts. DSMLs are usually built on top of a more abstract
modelling language, which requires well-defined infrastruc-
tures to handle the separation of different abstraction levels.
Furthermore, MLM techniques are excellent for the cre-
ation of DSMLs, especially when focusing on behavioural
languages, since behaviour is usually defined at the meta-
model level, while it is executed (at least) two levels below
at the instance level [3,18,41]. The reason is that behaviour
is reflected in the running instances of the models which in
turn conform to their metamodel.

The approach for MLM proposed by the tool MultEcore
[39,57], formally specified in [38], rests on the premise that
one must be able to specify models (distributed along tree-
like hierarchies) which are both generic and precise [41].
Even though various approaches have been proposed for the
definition and simulation of behavioural models based on
reusable model transformations (e.g., [20,50,52]), these rely
on traditional two-level modelling hierarchies. Furthermore,
modelling the behaviour through multilevel model transfor-
mations [3] and performing execution and analysis in MLM
have not been widely explored yet.

Having a hierarchical organisation of the models that are
in fact separate artefacts which altogether precisely capture
the desired system facilitates future extensions andmodifica-
tions. This applies not only in the existing levels, but also for
adding or removing models to the existing multilevel hier-
archy. Therefore, it can help to prevent pollution of models
where specialisation of concepts would have to be done in
the same model (even if they naturally fit in different levels
of abstraction). Furthermore, this enhances modularisation
and facilitates extensibility [58].

To cope with execution/simulation of models within the
MLM context, Multilevel Coupled Model Transformations
(MCMTs) were formally introduced in [41] as a multilevel
transformation language that bridges the gap for the execu-
tion of multilevel modelling hierarchies. MCMTs are meant
to achieve reusable multilevel model transformations for the
specification of behaviour. In this paper, we improve the
expressive capabilities of MCMTs, with respect to their pre-
sentation in [41], by extending them with basic support for
attributes, the specification of application conditions to block
their execution, and the possibility of expressing multiple
patterns through the use of nested parametric boxes.

Even though the potential of the MCMTs has been illus-
trated in several examples, its practical applicability has been
limited. Indeed, the proposal in [41] was only theoretical,
and no proper implementation was available. We show in
this paper how we have turned the MultEcore editing facili-
ties into a complete development environment in which we

cannot only edit our MLMmodels, but also experiment with
them through their simulation and execution, and analyse
them by giving access to advanced verification and model
checking tools. Having appropriate tools for the development
of DSMLs is key, but not our only goal. It is not only about
developing models, these models must be correct. Having
support for the simulation and analysis of such models is key
for the use of the MLM techniques. In this paper, we pro-
vide a formal semantics of MultEcore models and provide a
number of tools for the analysis of such models.

We provide such capabilities for simulation and analy-
sis thanks to a formal specification of MultEcore models
in rewriting logic [42,43], and specifically by providing a
model-to-model transformation into the rewriting logic lan-
guage Maude [14,15,21]. As we will see in the rest of the
paper, the syntactical facilities of Maude have allowed us
to use a representation of MLM hierarchies and MCMTs
very close to that of MultEcore. Indeed, this minimal rep-
resentation distance has facilitated the automation of the
bidirectional transformation between them. These transfor-
mations giveMultEcore users access to theMaude execution
engine, which is possibly themost efficient engine for rewrit-
ing modulo (combinations of) associativity, commutativity
and identity [22,26]. In addition, it also gives access to
Maude’s formal tool environment, which includes, e.g. tools
for reachability analysis, model checking, and confluence
and termination analysis [15,23].

This work builds on several previous papers on Mul-
tEcore (see, e.g. [38–41,58,68]), but, specifically, it is an
extended version of [56]. A detailed discussion on the com-
parison with this work can be found in Sect. 6. In summary,
the main contributions of this paper are: (1) the expres-
sive power of MCMTs have been significantly improved;
(2) a formal semantics of MultEcore’s MLM hierarchies and
behavioural definitions is provided using rewriting logic; (3)
formal specifications of MultEcore DSMLs which can be
used for simulation and formal analysis; and (4) the Mul-
tEcore tool has been extended to give users direct access to
such facilities.

All concepts and facilities presented in this paper are
illustrated on a case study for a multilevel DSML for Petri
nets. Specifically, we show how to design, execute, and ver-
ify models. While the case study is described in this paper,
we refer the reader to [55] for the complete MultEcore and
Maude specifications, including additional details on their
analysis.

1.1 Outline

Wedescribe in Sect. 2 the features that characterise ourMLM
approach using a multilevel DSML for a Petri nets multilevel
hierarchy. We level-wise explore each model comprising the
hierarchy, from both the structural and behavioural points of
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views. Section 3 provides an overview of the infrastructure
that transforms the multilevel DSML defined in MultEcore
into a Maude specification. This section provides details of
the generated Maude specification. We demonstrate the use
of such an infrastructure with a case study in Sect. 4, where
we perform execution and analysis of a Petri net model of
a gas station. In Sect. 5, we discuss related work. Finally,
Sect. 6 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future
work.

2 Multilevel modelling of Petri nets

In this section, the MultEcore tool and its modelling facili-
ties are summarised. Instead of presenting the previous state
of the tool as preliminaries, and then introducing its new
features, this section presents the current state of the tool,
emphasising on the new features. Although the new features
are explained in some more detail, the purpose of the sec-
tion is to give a complete overview of the facilities of the
language. To illustrate the different concepts and techniques
discussed in this paper, we use as case study a DSML for
Petri nets. In the next sections, we describe each of the mod-
els that constitute the Petri netmultilevel hierarchy.Wedepict
in Appendix A (Fig. 18) the complete developed PNs multi-
level hierarchy (where we omit Ecore at the top).

2.1 TheMultEcore tool

The MultEcore tool is designed as a set of Eclipse plug-
ins, giving access to its mature ecosystem (integration with
EMF) and incorporating the flexibility of MLM. In the Mul-
tEcore approach [41], the abstract syntax is provided by
MLM models and the behaviour is provided by Multilevel
Coupled Model Transformations (MCMTs) [38,41]. Using
the MultEcore tool, modellers can (i) define MLM models
using the model graphical editor; (ii) define MCMTs using
its rule editor; and (iii) execute and analyse specific models.
The execution of MultEcore models rely on a transforma-
tion of the models into Maude [15] specifications. When we
design amultilevel DSML,we first define its syntax/structure
with multilevel modelling hierarchies. Then the behaviour is
specified via our multilevel transformation language.

For implementation reasons, MultEcore prescribes the
use of Ecore [60] as root graph at level 0 in all example
hierarchies. Models are distributed in multilevel modelling
hierarchies. A multilevel modelling hierarchy in our con-
text is a tree-shaped hierarchy of models with a single root
typically depicted at the top of the hierarchy tree. Thus, hier-
archies enclose a set ofmodels connectedvia typing relations.
Levels are indexed with increasing natural numbers starting
from the uppermost one, having index 0.

p1

p2

tr1
2

p3

p4

3

2

1

5

tr2

Fig. 1 Simple Petri net model

2.2 Petri nets metamodel

Petri nets (PNs) is a well-established formalism to model
concurrent systems [47,48]. There is a rich body of theoreti-
cal results enabling analysis of PNs, and an enormous set of
supporting tools.

A PN is a directed bipartite graph, in which the nodes
represent transitions (i.e. events that may occur, represented
by rectangles/bars) and places (i.e. states, represented by cir-
cles). For example, Fig. 1 shows a Petri net model using a
well-known concrete syntax. In it, we find places p1…p4
and transitions tr1 and tr2, where p1 and p2 are connected
to tr1 via input arcs, p3 is connected to tr1 through an output
arc and to tr2 via an input arc, and finally p4 is an output
place of tr2.

The nodes and arcs constitute the static structure of a PN.
The dynamic behaviour of the net is given by the token game,
representing various states of the system. This token game is
based on the firing of transitions that leads to the consump-
tion/production of tokens; each fired transition produces a
new model state.

A particular state is a snapshot of the system’s behaviour.
The state of a place is called its marking, represented by the
presence or absence of tokens—commonly represented as
black dots—in the places. In the example shown in Fig. 1
there are three tokens in p1 and two tokens in p2. The cur-
rent state of the modelled system (marking) is given by the
number of tokens in each place.

The increasing complexity of systems has promoted a pro-
liferation of Petri nets variants and extensions during the last
decades, as often classical Petri nets are too basic to capture
the needs of certain domains. A brief comparison of different
kinds of Petri nets can be found in [9]. Although our hierar-
chy could include other types of PNs, here we only include
classical or regular PNs and reset/inhibitor nets [66].

We show in Fig. 2 a PN metamodel aimed to capture the
abstract concepts of Petri nets. Thismetamodel represents the
level 1 of the hierarchy (Fig. 18a). The purpose of this model
is merely structural. In other words, subsequent levels below
it should define the concrete semantics of the PN language(s)
(as we show in this section). Thus, as we can see in the figure,
a PN contains nodes, each of which can be either a Place or a
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Fig. 2 Conceptual Petri nets
metamodel (also shown in
Fig. 18a)

Transition, and Arcs. Note the use of the inheritance relation
and the definition of the Node class as abstract class (note
the italics), indicating that it cannot be instantiated. As shown
in the figure, the type of a node, provided by some element
in an upper-level metamodel, is indicated in a (light blue)
ellipse at its top left side, e.g. EClass is the type of PN, Node,
Transition, Place, and Arc. The type of an arrow is written
near the arrow in italic font type, e.g. EReference for arcs,
nodes, source, target, inArcs and outArcs. Classesmayhave
attribute declarations, that can be typed by one of the four
basic Ecore types, namely Integer, Real, Boolean and String.
These attributes can be instantiated in a lower level with a
value, as will be illustrated in Sect. 2.5. For the manipulation
of attribute values, and the specification of rule conditions, a
subset of OCL [12,13,67] is currently supported.1

The annotations displayed as three numbers in a (red)
box at the top right of each node, and concatenated to the
name after “@” for every reference, specify their potencies.
Potency [34] is a well-known concept in MLM and it is used
on elements as away of restricting the levels atwhich this ele-
ment may be used to type other elements. By using potencies
on elements, we can define the degree of flexibility/restric-
tiveness we want to allow on the elements of our multilevel
hierarchy. The first two values, start and end, specify the
range of levels below, relative to the current level, where the
element can be directly instantiated. The third value, depth,
is used to control the maximum number of times that the
element can be transitively instantiated, or re-instantiated,
regardless of the levels where this occurs.

Potency in attributes is displayed as two numbers since
attributes can be instantiated only once and it does not make
sense to create an instance of such instance. The depth on
attributes is therefore always 1 and it is not modifiable. In
practical terms, only the first two values (start and end) of
the potency are available to the user.

1 OCL was chosen since it has been part of UML for several years, is
one of the most used languages in EMF-based applications, and it is
considered a standard in the MDSE community.

For instance, the potency specified for Arc, Node, Transi-
tion and Place is 1-2-3, which means that an element can be
directly instantiated one and two levels below (levels 2 or 3 in
the hierarchy), and such instances can be re-instantiated up
to three additional times. This depth is therefore dependent
on the value of the type, and the depth of an element must
always be strictly less than the depth of its type.

2.3 Regular Petri nets

The regular Petri nets that we consider in this paper are not
restricted to the so-called Ordinary Petri Nets where input
and output arcs consume or produce, respectively, only a
single token [30]. We allow natural numbers (arc weights)
on arcs so that more than one token can be added/removed at
a time. Following the PNs convention, we denote this number
as the weight of the arc.

2.3.1 Ametamodel for regular Petri nets

Figure 3 shows the regular-petri-nets model. It is located at
level 2 of the hierarchy (Fig. 18)wherewe instantiate the con-
cepts defined at level 1. Thus, in this model, we provide the
structural basis for the modeller to be able to define further
Petri net instance models. InputArc and OutputArc connect
regular places and regular transitions. A RegularPlace con-
trols how many tokens it is holding via the numTokens
attribute.2 The weight of arcs is represented as attributes
weight of type int in classes InputArc and OutputArc.

2.3.2 Operational semantics of regular Petri nets

The multilevel transformation language that MCMTs define
allows us to exploit multilevel capabilities and is powerful
enough to specify behavioural descriptions in an operational

2 Note that the number of tokens may be calculated with the OCL
expression rp.tokens->size(). The attribute is however used to speed up
calculations and to illustrate the use of attributes.
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Fig. 3 Regular Petri nets metamodel (also shown in Fig. 18b)

way. Transformation rules can be used to represent actions
that may happen in the system. A rule has the form of LHS ⇒
RHS if C, where LHS is a multilevel model pattern (which
may contain variables), and RHS is a model pattern in which
we can use the variables already appearing in LHS. C is a
boolean condition, in which we can use variables from LHS.
Given a model M that represents a state of the system, we
say that there is a match of LHS onM if there is a submodel
M|p of M such that for some assignment σ of the variables
in LHS, we have LHSσ = M|p, where LHSσ denotes the
application of the assignment σ to LHS. Given a match of
LHS on M, for some assignment σ and the submodel M|p,
the condition Cσ is evaluated, where, similarly, Cσ denotes
the application of the assignment σ to the condition C. If it
evaluates to true, then the application of the rule consists of
the replacement of the submodelM|p ofM by RHSσ , which
we denote M[RHSσ ]p. In other words, if there is a match of
the rule on the model, and its condition is satisfied, then the
matched submodel is replaced by the model specified in the
right-hand side of the rule.

The way to express the behaviour of systems using trans-
formation rules is by specifying rules modelling each of the
possible actions that may occur. In PNs, actions occur when
transitions are fired. In a regular PN, we only have regular
arcs connecting places with transitions. Although transitions
can have an arbitrary number of input and output places, such
an action can be specified with the MCMT rule Fire regular
transition depicted in Fig. 4. Specifically, this rule models a
transition being fired, taking into account the information of
the input places (arcs connected to it) and the output places
(arcs where new tokens are to be produced). The FROM and
TO blocks describe the left pattern and the right pattern of
the rule, respectively. The META block shows a multilevel
pattern allowing us to locate types at any level that can be
used as individual types for the items in the FROM and TO
blocks, respectively. Notice that the META block facilitates

the definition of an entire multilevel pattern, therefore, we
can specify several levels within the block.

At the top level of Fig. 4, we mirror parts of the petri-
nets-concepts model (depicted in Fig. 2), defining elements
like Node, Arc, Transition, Place, source, target, inArcs and
outArcs as constants—constant elements have their names
underlined and their types are not specified. A constant node
in anMCMT rule is a literal value. It can onlymatch to a node
in the hierarchy with the same name in the matched level. In
a constant edge, it is the name, the name of the source and the
name of the target which must be the same in order to have a
match. The use of constants constrains the matching process,
significantly reducing the amount of matches. Note that vari-
ables like InArc in the lower level of theMETA block or tk1 in
the FROM section, may be instantiated to any element in the
MLM model. We depict in the META block those elements
and their relationships that are useful for the specification of
the FROM and TO patterns.

In the second level of theMETA block (below the red hor-
izontal line), we capture elements to serve as types to scope
the execution of regular PNs. In this level, we find elements
as variables. For example, Token, whose type is denoted in
the ellipse right above it (EClass). We also have RegPlace,
of type Place, and the reference rptk, of type EReference.
Similarly, we express attributes (such as numTokens) that
will later be used in the levels below. When the element is a
variable, the match is based only on finding the right struc-
ture in the model. This opens for the definition of generic
rules which are applicable to structurally similar hierarchies
in which the elements have different names.

Note that the horizontal lines do not enforce consecutive-
ness between the levels specified in the rule with respect to
the hierarchy. This leads to a more natural way of defining
that a type is defined at some level above, without explicitly
stating at which level. In fact, this also promotes flexibility
in case of future modifications of the number of branches
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Fig. 4 Rule Fire regular transition: It removes tokens in the input places and creates new ones in the output places

(horizontal dimension) and the depth (vertical dimension) of
hierarchies. For instance, the three levels depicted in the rule
in Fig. 4 would match to levels 1, 2 and 4 in the multilevel
hierarchy depicted in Fig. 18. As the aim of the PNs multi-
level hierarchy used as an example here is not to highlight the
horizontal/vertical flexibility, we refer the interested reader
to [56, Section 4.2] for details on this.

We specify in the FROM block what elements must be
found in the model in order to be able to fire a transition. As
one can observe, dashed boxes are specified around certain
parts of the FROM model. A key point when defining model
transformation rules is to make them as reusable as possi-
ble. Furthermore, in a PN, there might not only be as many
input/output places connected to a transition as one requires,
but also an arbitrary number of tokens residing within each
of these places. Clearly, it is not practical to define one rule
per possible combination of these connections, as the num-
ber of rules would rapidly blow up. MCMTs allow the use of
nesting boxes to define patterns where its unfolding would

result in a collection of elements. As seen in the rule in Fig. 4,
boxes may appear in both sides, and they can be nested.

The blue dashed box in the FROM section of the rule in
Fig. 4 encapsulates the nodes tk1, p1 and a1, as well as
the references p1tk, a1s and a1t, covering all the potential
input places connected to the transition (matched to tr) in the
model. The number of instances of this pattern submodel is
given by the OCL expression tr.inRegularArcs→size(), also
in blue, which represents the number of incoming arcs, i.e.
the size of the collection of incoming regular arcs of the
transition tr.

InOCL, the size()operator calculates the size of the collec-
tion it is applied on. The tr.inRegularArcs expression returns
the collection of edges whose source is tr and its type is
inRegularArcs. Note, however, that the way in which types
are used inMLMis a bit different than for standardOCL.This
allows transitive typing, which as we will see below, may be
very useful. If instead, as in the condition of the rule, we use
tr.inArcs, thenwe get the collection of edges of type inArcs or
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anyof its instances.Note that the expression tr.inArcs→size()
= tr.inRegularArcs→size() checks whether all the incoming
arcs of a given transition tr are of type inRegularArcs. This
means that the rule is only applicable on transitions whose
arcs are all regular. The number of total input (resp. output)
arcs, inArcs (resp. outArcs), must be equal to the number of
input (resp. output) regular arcs, inRegularArcs (resp. out-
RegularArcs).

Analogously, and using the OCL expression
tr.outRegularArcs→size(), a second (red) dashed box allows
us to specify a number of output places (and corresponding
arcs) connected to the transition.

Note the (green) nested box in the FROM part, inside the
(blue) box. This inner box allows us to take an arbitrary num-
ber of tokens from the input place. For a specific instantiation
of the rule, the cardinality of the box is matched to the vari-
able a1c that takes the value of the weight attribute of arc
a1. Indeed, given these boxes, a transition may have multi-
ple incoming arcs, and for each incoming place-arc, multiple
tokens.

There are also boxes on the TO part. Notice that the input
and output arcs are left unmodified, but the appropriate num-
ber of tokens are added to the corresponding output places.
The number of tokens to put in an output place is provided
by the weight attribute of the outcoming arc. The nested
(green) box in the TO part, inside the (red) box, indicates
that the number of tokens (tko) to be added to each output
place po connected to tr via ao, is given by the value aoc
of the weight of the arc ao. Finally, note the use of OCL
expressions for the manipulation of attributes. In this case,
the numTokens attributes of places p1 and po are corre-
spondingly updated: each input place p1 from which some
tokens are removed and each output place po that receives
tokens, gets its numTokens attribute, respectively, decreased
(numTokens = p1nt - a1c) or increased (numTokens = pont
+ aoc) with the corresponding number of tokens.

In summary, the rule can be executed if the unfolded num-
ber of elements is found during the matching process, and all
the conditions are satisfied. If this is fulfilled, the model in
the TO part is produced. In this case, the execution of the rule
removes all the tokens present in each of the input places as
specified in the boxes, and creates new tokens on the output
places.

2.4 Reset/inhibitor Petri nets

A reset/inhibitor PN [66] is a PN that in addition to regular
arcs may also have reset and inhibitor arcs. A reset arc is
an input arc that connects a place to a transition and which
removes all the tokens of the place when the transition is
fired. This is useful as a “cleaning mechanism” in models
that capture, e.g. certain environmentswheremessagesmight
be retransmitted and buffers could accumulate old messages.

p1

p2

p3

tr12
p4

p5

3

2

Fig. 5 Concrete syntax of a reset/inhibitor Petri net example

An inhibitor arc is an input arc which is used to reverse the
logic of an input place. With an inhibitor arc, the absence
of a token in the input place is what enables the connected
transition (not its presence). For instance, inhibitor arcs can
be used to delay certain actions until a system is idle, or to
wait until the end of a loop.

Figure 5 shows a very simple example of a reset/inhibitor
PN in which we have one arc of each type. In this example,
p1 is connected to tr1 via a regular input arc (defined in
Fig. 3), p2 via a reset arc (denoted with double arrow heads)
and p3 via an inhibitor arc (distinguished with a small circle
instead of an arrow head). Thus, this transition could be fired
according to the semantics of each of the arcs: since (i) p1
has 3 tokens and its regular input arc requires 2; (ii) p2 does
not block the firing of the transition, but it will be emptied by
its connected reset arc; and (iii) p3 has 0 tokens which fulfils
the enabling semantics of the inhibitor arc.

2.4.1 Ametamodel for reset/inhibitor Petri nets

Figure 6 shows the model reset-inhibitor-petri-nets, placed
at level 3 of the hierarchy (see Fig. 18c). The model captures
rules extended with the reset arcs and inhibitor arcs.

As in the model at level 2, the refined Transition in Fig. 6
keeps track of the inhibitor and reset arcs connected to it
(through references inInhibitorArcs and inResetArcs, respec-
tively). While ExtendedPlace and ExtendedTransition are
typed by elements in the level right above, ResetArc and
InhibitorArc nodes are typed directly byArc, which is located
two levels above (as denoted by the @2 after the type).

In our approach, we follow the so-called abstraction
semantics to organise elements within the multilevel hierar-
chy based on how abstract they are. Thus, for us, organising
elements in different models is a feature that primarily
enhances modularisation and promotes separation of con-
cerns [6]. In other words, we do not encourage the level
segregation principle [35],which establishes that level organ-
isational semantics should be unique, i.e. aligned to one
particular organisational scheme, such as classification or
generalisation. Nonetheless, we do encourage the level cohe-
sion principle [35], that is, we recommend to organise
elements that are semantically close (by means of potency
and level organisation).
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Fig. 6 Reset/inhibitor Petri nets
metamodel (also shown in
Fig. 18c)

2.4.2 Behaviour for reset/inhibitor Petri nets

Reset/inhibitor Petri nets have additional semantics that have
to be properly managed. TheMCMT ruleFire reset/inhibitor
transition is depicted in Fig. 7. This rule should be compared
with the Fire regular transition rule shown in Fig. 4. The
rule Fire reset/inhibitor transition handles the case in which
a transition has any number of arcs of any of the three types
(regular, reset or inhibitor). In particular, if there are only
regular arcs, it behaves as the Fire regular transition rule.
Observe that the rule in Fig. 7 includes a third META level,
where we capture variable elements such as ExtPlace (of
type RegPlace), InhArc (representing inhibitor arcs), ResArc
(denoting reset arcs) and ExtTrans. As in the levels above, we
determine inResetArcs and inInhibitorArcs references with
ExtTrans as source, which can be later used in the OCL
expressions for the boxes/conditions.

In the FROM block, we need to specify that we might find
any number instances of each of the three kinds of arcs. We
do it by encapsulating patterns for each of the arc types into
a separate box. Corresponding boxes in the right-hand side
specify the corresponding action to take on such an arc and
its corresponding place. Notice that boxes for regular and
reset arcs have corresponding nested boxes specifying the
appropriate number of instances. These boxes are described
as follows:

Regular arcsThe boxes handling regular arcs are exactly
as those depicted in the Fire regular transition rule,
where the box in the FROM block with cardinality
tr.inRegularArcs→size() captures each regular arc a1
connecting a place p1 to the transition tr, and removes the
number of tokens of each place as given by the weight
a1c on the arc. The corresponding number of tokens is
then put in the corresponding output places in the TO
block.
Reset arcs The box in the FROM block with cardinal-
ity tr.inResetArcs→size() captures the reset arcs a2 that
connect input places p2 to the transition tr. To remove

all the tokens tk2 present in the connected place p2, the
number of tokens in the place is used as cardinality of
the inner box. Note that these tokens do not appear in
the corresponding box in the TO block. In this way, all of
them are removed.
Inhibitor arcs A third box with cardinality
tr.inInhibitorArcs→size() captures inhibitor arcs. Since
for the transition to be enabled the number of tokens of
each place connected via an inhibitor arc must be 0, we
simply specify this directly in p3, where it is stated that
the attribute numTokens has value zero.

The rest of the rule is similar to what we have already seen.
The condition tr.inArcs → size() = tr.inRegularArcs →

size() + tr.inResetArcs → size() + tr.inInhibitorArcs →
size() checks that the total number of input arcs is the
sum of the number of regular input arcs, the reset arcs
and the inhibitor arcs. The condition tr.outArcs→size() =
tr.outRegularArcs→size() checks that the total number of
output arcs is the number of regular output arcs. These con-
ditions would be key for further extensions of the current PN
hierarchy. If the FROM block of the rule matches a submodel
of the PN and the conditions are satisfied, the application of
the rule results in the removal of the corresponding tokens
from the places connected either via regular or reset arcs, and
the creation of new tokens in the output places. Notice that
the attributes on the places that keep track of the number of
tokens get updated.

2.5 Examples of PNmodels

With the hierarchy described in Sects. 2.2–2.4, we can now
define models of regular PNs and models of reset/inhibitor
PNs. This is possible, as potency specifications allow us to
design the hierarchy in a way where deep instantiation [5]
can be achieved, being able to instantiate elements residing
in any level above.

To illustrate how PNs are represented using the given hier-
archy, we show a first example using a concrete syntax for
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Fig. 7 Rule Fire reset/inhibitor transition: modelling the firing of transitions with regular, reset and inhibitor arcs

Petri nets and then its corresponding one using theMultEcore
(abstract) syntax. Figure 8 shows a simple example using reg-
ular PNs where four places (two input and two output) and
one transition are depicted. To the left we can see that p1
and p2 carry three and two tokens, respectively. Firing tr1
transition would remove 2 tokens from p1 and 1 from p2,
and would create 3 and 2 tokens in p3 and p4, respectively,
as expressed by the weight in the arcs.

TheMultEcore representation of the PN in Fig. 8 is shown
in Fig. 9. Since we consider this model at the instance level,
we use potency 0-0-0 in the elements. This is used to enforce
that elements at the bottom level (in this case level 4) are
used purely as instances, which cannot be refined further at
levels below it.

As a second example, the MultEcore representation of the
PN depicted in Fig. 5 is depicted in Fig. 18d.
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p1

p2

tr1
2

p3

p4

3

21

Fig. 8 Concrete syntax of a regular Petri net example

3 Formal semantics of multilevel DSMLs

Rewriting logic is used for giving a formal semantics toMul-
tEcore, and specifically, a transformation betweenMultEcore
DSML definitions and Maude specifications provides such a
semantics to MultEcore. The Maude representation is there-
fore key to understand such semantics, and to understand the
way MultEcore’s DSMLs are executed and analysed. The
goal of this section is to introduceMaude and the relationship
between MultEcore and Maude, and then the rewriting logic
semantics of MultEcore is explained. Specifically, Sect. 3.1
introduces Maude and the use of Maude by the MultEcore
tool; Sect. 3.2 presents our Maude semantics of Multilevel
hierarchies; and, given its complexity, the formalization of
MCMTs is split in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Maude as a backend tool for MultEcore

Maude [14,15,21] is a specification language based on rewrit-
ing logic [42], a logic of change that can naturally deal
with states and non-deterministic concurrent computations.
A rewrite logic theory is a tuple (�;E ;R), where (�;E) is
an equational theory that specifies the system states as ele-
ments of the initial algebra T(6;E), and R is a set of rewrite
rules that describe the one-step possible concurrent transi-

tions in the system. � is a signature that specifies the type
structure (e.g., sorts and subsorts) and operations, and E is
the collection of equations and memberships declared in the
functional module. Rewrite specifications thus described are
executable, if they satisfy restrictions such as termination and
confluence of the equational subspecification, and coherence
of equations and rules. Maude provides support for rewriting
modulo associativity, commutativity and identity, which per-
fectly captures the evolution of models made up of objects
linked by references as in graph grammars.

Although having a formal semanticsmay be relevant on its
own, as we will see in this and the coming sections, a formal
semantics of MultEcore’s MLM hierarchies and MCMTs is
what enables execution of MultEcore models using Maude,
and also to carry out different types of analysis on them.
The transformation of MultEcore models into Maude speci-
fications, and the execution and analysis results back into the
MultEcore tool, is precisely what allows us to provide access
to such facilities to MultEcore users. The uses of Maude by
the MultEcore tool can be summarised as follows:

Formal specification The Maude specification of multi-
level hierarchies andMCMTs represents a formal seman-
tics of MultEcore models in rewriting logic. Based on
such formalisation, the transformation MultEcore ←→
Maude has been automated.
Execution of the specification The Maude specification
obtained from MultEcore models using the above trans-
formation is executable, and therefore, it can be used
to simulate MultEcore models in Maude. The versatile
rewriting engine is not only efficient, but also provides
functionalities to customise the way we go through the
execution steps. We can simulate our systems by letting

Fig. 9 MultEcore syntax of a regular Petri net example
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Maude choose the path to follow, or we can specify a
concrete path specifying it step by step, or by means of
execution strategies.
Formal environment Once the rewriting logic specifi-
cation of a MultEcore model is available, we can use the
tools in Maude’s formal environment to analyse it. For
example, we can check properties such as confluence and
termination of our specifications, and can also perform
reachability analysis, model checking and theorem prov-
ing.

The overallMultEcore-Maude infrastructure is outlined in
Fig. 10. The left-hand side shows the MultEcore part, where
we specifymultilevelDSMLsbyproviding aMultilevelHier-
archy and a set of MCMT rules. The Transformer MultEcore
←→ Maude has been developed as a bidirectional trans-
formation that takes MultEcore textual specifications and
automatically generatesMaude specifications, and then takes
the XML output files that Maude produces as result of per-
forming execution and analysis, and automatically translates
them into MultEcore models graphically displayed.

To grasp an intuition of how the transformation works,
each MultEcore object (including both a hierarchy and its
MCMTs) is mapped into a corresponding Maude object.
References and conditions are handled in exactly the same
way, by using references as names, and using the same set
of expressions (types and operators) for conditions. The
rewriting modulo associativity, commutativity and identity
available inMaude captures quite naturally the intendedoper-
ational semantics ofMCMTs. Themajor challenges were the
handling of boxing and the rewriting on multilevel hierar-
chies. The support for OCL is based on theMaude semantics
of OCL proposed in [59].

The right-hand side of Fig. 10 shows the Maude process
perspective. The transformer produces a functional module
with the equational theory used to represent MLM hierar-
chies, theMLMHierarchy, and a systemmodule with rewrite
theory that represents the MCMT Rules. The representation
of MLM hierarchies and MCMTs is presented in Sects. 3.2–
3.4, respectively. We illustrate later (in Sect. 4.1) some of the
possibilities for execution and analysis of the models on a
case study.

As we will see in this section, MultEcore encapsulates the
interaction with the Maude tools, which are hidden to the
user. The Maude specification is, however, available to the
user, who can interact directly with the Maude environment
to get full access to all its features. The complete MultEcore
description (both the hierarchy and the MCMTs), the corre-
sponding full Maude specification and the experiments and
properties verified can be found in [55].

3.2 AMaude semantics of multilevel hierarchies

In Maude, object-oriented systems can be specified by
object-oriented modules in which classes and subclasses are
declared, with the usual support for inheritance, and dynamic
binding. A class is declared with syntax class C | a1: S1,…,
an : Sn , whereC is the nameof the class,ai are attribute identi-
fiers, and Si are the sorts of the corresponding attributes. The
objects of a class C are record-like structures of the form <

O : C | a1: v1, …, an : vn >, where O is the identifier of the
object, and vi are the current values of its attributes.

To represent multilevel metamodels we have introduced
declarations to represent multilevel hierarchies as collections
of objects each of which represents one of the level models.
Specifically, in our approach, a multilevel hierarchy is repre-
sented as a structure of sort System of the form

{ model1 model2 . . . modeln }

where eachmodeli is an object of classModel that represents
a model in the hierarchy.

Figure 11 shows an excerpt of the Maude specification
obtained from the MultEcore Petri net multilevel hierar-
chy. We have used ellipses (…) to omit some parts due to
space limitations. Since levels are numbered starting from 0
(Ecore), the object representing level i’s model uses level(i )
as identifier. Such an object uses attributes to share the
name of the model (name), the name of its immediate meta-
model (om), its collection of nodes (elts), and a collection
of the relations between these nodes (rels). Elements and
relations are themselves represented as objects, of classes
Node and Relation, respectively. Each node has attributes
to store its name (name), type (type) and its own attributes
(attributes). These attributes are again represented as objects
with attributes to keep, depending on the level, its name or
value (nameOrValue) and its type (type). A relation object
has attributes to store its source (source), target (target), and
multiplicities, provided by the two usual values (min-mult
andmax-mult). To avoid name clashes between levels, object
identifiers are represented using the operator oid, and nodes
and relations using the operator id. Both operators take the
level number in which they are defined as first argument, and
either a unique number or a string with its actual name.

For instance, the object in lines 1–6 represents level 0,
the Ecore model, which has one node with name and type
id(0, “EClass”) (line 4) and one relation EReference (lines
5–6). Note that the source and target of this relation refer
to the names of the source and target nodes, respectively,
which in this case is the same id(0, “EClass”). The petri-nets-
concepts model in lines 7–14 represents the model in Fig. 2
(also Fig. 18a). Lines 10–12 show the representation of node
Node, of type EClass, which has several attributes, among
whichwe can see its attributewith name name of type String.
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Fig. 11 Excerpt of the Petri net multilevel hierarchy in Maude representation

The instance model at level 4 is shown in lines 16–28. Note
that among its nodes, there is one with name id(4, “p1”) (in
lines 20-21), of type id(3, “ExtendedPlace”)—a node in its
metamodel—which has an attribute of type id(2, “numTo-
kens”) with value 3.

3.3 Box-free MCMTs in Maude

In Maude, object-oriented systems are axiomatised by equa-
tional theories describing their states as algebraic data types
and collections of conditional rewrite rules specifying their

behaviour. Rewrite rules are written as

crl [l] : T => T ′ if C

where l is the rule’s label, T and T ′ are terms, and C is its
guard or condition. As MultEcore’s MCMTs, Maude rules
describe the local, concurrent transitions that are possible in
the system, i.e., when a part of the system state fits the pattern
T , then it can be replaced by the corresponding instantiation
of T ′. Also as forMCMTs, the guardC acts as a blocking pre-
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Fig. 12 Excerpt of the Maude rewrite rule corresponding to the box-free version of the Fire regular transition MCMT rule
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condition: a conditional rule can only be fired if its condition
is satisfied. Rules may be given without label or condition.

Given the representation of multilevel hierarchies pre-
sented in the previous section, the transformation of MCMT
rules without boxes is straightforward. Basically, since the
META section does not change, its corresponding represen-
tation appears in both left- and right-hand sides. The left-hand
side of the rule is completed with the representation of the
FROMblock, and the representation of the TOblock is added
to its right-hand side. Variables inMCMTs are represented as
Maude variables, and conditions are placed in the conditions
as such. Since we restrict conditions to basic types, basic
operators and certain selected OCL operations, the expres-
sions can be handled directly by Maude. The last issue to
consider is new names and identifiers in right-hand sides. As
we explained above, identifiers are represented using the id
and oid operators, which take the level in which the object
is created and a unique number as arguments. Such numbers
are generated using a Counter object whose value attribute
gets increased every time a new identifier is created.

Let us illustrate this general procedure on a specific exam-
ple. Consider the rule Fire regular transition depicted in
Fig. 4, but let us assume first that it has no boxes in it, that is,
let us assume that it takes one single token from the unique
input place of a transition and moves it to its unique out-
put place. If this was the case, the corresponding generated
Maude rule would be the one shown in Fig. 12. Again, we
have used ellipses to shorten the listing.

The left- and right-hand sides of the rule are given in
lines 16–34 and 39–58, respectively. The corresponding con-
dition is in lines 61–62. The META section is represented
in lines 2–15 and 37–38. The three objects representing the
META section are replicated in both sides. They provide the
appropriate context for the rule, but it is in the FROM and TO
sections where the actual change is modelled. Notice the use
of variables to identify the levels (L1, L2 and L3). These are
used tomatch any specific levels in the hierarchy onwhich the
rule is applied. They do not need to be consecutive levels, the
only restriction is given in the condition, where it is checked
that L1 < L2 < L3 (line 61). Notice that the Maude rule rep-
resents quite closely the corresponding MultEcore MCMT.
For instance, constants in the MCMT rules are mapped into
Maude constants and ground terms. Variables are used both
to represent free elements in the rules and also any other ele-
ments not explicitly specified. The condition of the MCMT
rule is written as such in line 62. Finally, notice the use of the
Counter object, which in the left-hand side has some value
N (line 35) and in the right-hand side has value N + 4 (line
59) since four new identifiers are introduced.

The model changes applied by the Fire regular transition
rule have been highlighted by framing them to ease its com-
prehension (see the rectangles in Fig. 12). Specifically, given
a transition tr_1 (line 17) with only one place (notice the

weight 1 of the input arc in lines 23–24), and given one of
the tokens in it (the token is specified in line 22 and the rela-
tion associating it to the place in line 29), the rule removes
such a token and creates a new one (lines 49 and 55–56). The
number of tokens in the input place is decremented (lines
26 and 48) and the number of tokens in the output place
is incremented (lines 21 and 44). Finally, the created token
and relation objects (lines 49 and 55–56) have identifiers
oid(L3,N), oid(L3,N+1), oid(L3,N+2), and oid(L3,N+3).

3.4 Meta-programming for MCMTs boxes

As illustrated with the rules depicted in Figs. 4 and 7, boxes
allow us to express very general situations in a quite intu-
itive way. However, Maude does not provide any mechanism
similar to that of MCMT boxes, and therefore the transfor-
mation is not as simple. To handle boxes in a generic and
efficient way, we use Maude’s meta-programming capabili-
ties to unfold boxes at runtime as needed.

If we revisit the Fire regular transition rule in Fig. 4, this
time considering its boxes, we know that each time the rule
is applied, depending on the specific situation, there will be
a number of replicas of each of the boxes. Actually, notice
that wemay havemultiple boxes on both sides, with different
cardinalities, and we can have nested boxes, as many times
as needed. Note also that these cardinalities are explicitly
specified, otherwise, for example, a given transition could
be applied taking an arbitrary number of tokens from sev-
eral of the available input places. These cardinalities could
be provided as OCL expressions, which need to be evalu-
ated to get the corresponding value at the time it is required.
In this particular case, the transition has tr.inRegularArcs-
>size() input regular arcs, each of which has a weight a1c
which specifies the number of tokens to be removed from
it when the transition is fired. Similarly, the transition has
tr.outRegularArcs->size() regular output arcs, which pro-
vides the number of output places, each ofwhich has aweight
that indicates the number of tokens to be created on that place.

The only assumption that we make to handle boxes is that
their cardinality must be greater than zero. In case we want
to consider the possibility of zero replications of a box, we
need to provide the corresponding rule without such a box.
This is the case for the rule in Fig. 7. The cases in which
we have transitions with no reset, inhibitor or regular arcs
must be handled in different Maude rules. Although these
cases can be handled by automatically creating the zero-case
corresponding rule, we focus here on the general case.

An MCMT rule with boxes produces two Maude rules
(plus the corresponding ones for the zero-cardinality cases).
Excerpts of the two rules for the MCMT rule Fire regular
transition in Fig. 4 are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The first
one of the rules has a left-hand side as if there were no boxes
in it. That is, the left-hand side of the rule in Fig. 13 is exactly
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as the left-hand side of the rule in Fig. 12. In its condition,
the boxes are expanded in a copy of the rule in accordance
with the actual match and its application is attempted (lines
15–24 in Fig. 13). If such an application succeeds, the result
is given as result of the application of the rule, that is, it is
used to replace the current system (line 7). If the application
in the condition fails, the rule fails. To understand this rule,
we need to introduce some additional Maude machinery and
some auxiliary functions.

First, in addition to equality checks,Maude rule conditions
may include so-called matching equations using the operator
:=. Given a pattern term P (a canonical term possibly with
free variables) and a term T which may use variables in the
left-hand side of the rule and also variables introduced in
previous matching conditions, the condition expression P :=
T evaluates the term T and tries to match its result to the
pattern P. If P is a variable, it works like a let orwhere clause
to assign that value to the variable so that it can later be used.
If a more general pattern is used, the match may result in the
simultaneous assignment of values to multiple variables. In
the rule in Fig. 13, we can see how matching conditions are
used several times. First, it is used to refer to the left-hand
side of the rules as { Conf’ } (in lines 9-13), then to refer to
the match of the rule as Subst, and finally to get the result of
the application of the unfolded rule (line 15).

In Maude, terms and modules have a metarepresentation
that we can manipulate as regular terms. Up and down func-
tions allow us to move terms and modules between levels.
For instance, given the module GENERIC-PN in which these
rules are defined, the expression upModule(’GENERIC-PN,
false) gives us its metarepresentation. Similarly, upTerm({
Conf’ }) gives us the metarepresentation of the term { Conf’
}, and downTerm(T, { none }) moves down the result of
the application of the unfolded rule T. The built-in function
metaApply(M,T,L,S,N) returns the Nth solution of applying
rule L in module M on term T using the substitution S to
constraint the application of the rule. Then, assuming that
the makeModule function takes the module with the rules
and expands the boxes of the indicated rule as required, the
call to metaApply in the last matching condition in the rule
in Fig. 13 will apply the expanded rule on the current state
of the system using the original substitution, that is, forcing
the same match. The metaApply function gives a triple {T,
Ty, Subst} as result, where T is the term resulting from the
application of the rule, Ty its type, and Subst is the complete
substitution used in the application.

The FireRegularArcsBoxes rule is shown in Fig. 14. It is
similar to the rule without boxes explained in Sect. 3.3, but
now it also includes information on the boxes in the FROM
(lines 5–6) and TO (lines 13–14) parts. The boxes represen-
tation of the FROM part includes references to objects in
the level(L3) Model object in the LHS, whist the boxes rep-

resentation of the TO part has references to objects in the
corresponding model object in the RHS.

Boxes are specified as a collection of terms of the form
box[C]{OS}, with C being the cardinality of the box and OS
the set of identifiers of the objects (nodes and relations) and
nested boxes within the box. The makeModule function is
a metalevel function that operates on the metarepresented
module, expanding the indicated rule by unfolding the boxes
in it. It proceeds recursively, removing one box level at a time.
As we have seen above, the cardinality of a box specifies the
number of replicas of that box that we need to generate. After
a box is expanded, the cardinalities of the next-level boxes can
be evaluated. The operation is repeated until no further boxes
are left. Once all boxes in a rule are completely expanded,
the application of the rule is attempted in one single step.

Notice that boxes in right-hand sides may, and in fact do
in the FireRegularArcsBoxes rule in Fig. 14, contain iden-
tifiers of new objects. Notice also that the counter object is
updated according to the number of objects being created,
either inside or outside boxes.

4 Execution and analysis of a Petri net model

The capability to execute MultEcore systems and use the
powerful tools that Maude implements for reachability and
model checking of the multilevel models takes our infras-
tructure to a next step. Furthermore, modelling behavioural
languages, such as Petri nets, becomes interesting if one can
transfer simulation and analysis onto the concrete system
models. This section shows how to execute and analize such
models. In particular, we demonstrate these capabilities on a
case study, namely, a gas stationmodel adapted from [31].We
consider the complete modelling cycle, where the modeller
sketches and designs the multilevel hierarchy that represents
the system, then specifies the behaviour bymeans of transfor-
mation rules, and then automatically transforms its setting to
Maude where simulation and execution can be done to verify
and analyse the system.

The concrete syntax of the model is depicted in Fig. 15.
Thismodel would be located at level 4 of the PN hierarchy, as
an instance of the reset-inhibitor-petri-nets model (Figs. 6,
18c). The PN model represents a system in which car tanks
get filled up at a gas station. The station has a tank with
a maximum capacity, which can be evacuated for cleaning
operations and then replenished. If there is no car in the sta-
tion, a new car can arrive and set its indicator on. Once the
car’s tank is filled, it leaves the station.

The initial marking of the model, depicted in Fig. 15, has
4 tokens in the place Station Tank, which is its full capacity.
For a car tank to be refuelled, there must be a token in the
Fuel Indicator On place. This can only happen if the tran-
sition Turn Fuel Indicator On has been fired, and for this
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Fig. 13 Excerpt of the first of the Maude rewrite rule corresponding to the Fire regular transition MCMT rule

Fig. 14 Excerpt of the second of the Maude rewrite rule corresponding to the Fire regular transition MCMT rule

to happen, there cannot be any token either in the Car Tank
place (the tank is empty) or in the Fuel IndicatorOnplace (the
indicator is off). This is modelled by the two inhibitor arcs
connected to the Turn Fuel Indicator On transition. Then,
once the indicator has been turned on, we can only progress
by firing Fuel Car transition, whichmakes the Car Tank filled
(i.e., gets one token). Ultimately, once the car tank is full, the
Leave Station transition can be fired, leading the car to exit
the station by putting a token into the Outside Station place.

4.1 Execution usingMaude

Given a model with an initial marking, we can simulate it. In
fact, we have two ways of doing so. We can let the default
strategy choose the rules to apply, and the way in which
to apply them, or we can force a specific sequence of rule
applications.

Rule rewriting is a highly non-deterministic process, and
in general, at every step many rules may be applicable
(enabled). Moreover, since a rewrite system may be non-
terminating, as is the case of the gas station example, a

maximumnumber of rewriting steps to be takenmay be spec-
ified.

A finer control on rule application may sometimes be
desirable. In MultEcore, we may specify the sequence of
rules to be applied, which can be selected from a list of
possible ones. As we states in Sect. 3.4, for any rule with
boxes, several Maude rules are generated, corresponding to
the different combinations of boxes with cardinality zero.
Thus, for the Fire reset/inhibitor transition rule in Fig. 7,
seven rules are generated, e.g., for transitions with no reg-
ular arcs (FireResetInhibitorArcs), for transitions with no
inhibitor and no reset arcs (FireRegularArcs), for transitions
with no reset and no regular arcs (FireInhibitorArcs). Then,
we can specify the strategy with which we desire to rewrite
our initial marking model by indicating the corresponding
sequence of rule labels. For example, we can guide the exe-
cution from an initial marking given the following sequence:

FireInhibitorArcs --------- Fuel Indicator On
FireRegularArcs ----------- 1st car fuelled (Car Tank)
FireRegularArcs ----------- 1st car leaves (Outside Station)
FireInhibitorArcs --------- Fuel Indicator On
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Fig. 15 Gas station model with initial marking

FireRegularArcs ----------- 2nd car fuelled (Car Tank)
FireRegularArcs ----------- 2nd car leaves (Outside Station)
FireResetInhibitorArcs ---- Disabled
FireRegularArcs ----------- Station tank filled

The comments on the right indicate the corresponding effect
on the model. The MultEcore integration with Maude allows
us to specify sequence of rules to automatically generate
the desired model state and get its graphical representation
right away. A screenshot of the MultEcore tool is depicted in
Fig. 16, in whichwe can see how rule labels are selected from
a list corresponding to, the above sequence of rules. Note that
theMultEcore syntax of the initial state (depicted in Petri nets
syntax in Fig. 15) is in the background of Fig. 16. Pressing
Finish on such a wizard automatically provides the model
state in the MultEcore syntax, shown in Fig. 17, where we
have four tokens (token19211…token19214) in the Station
Tank place, representing that the station tank has been replen-
ished (highlighted at the top-left of Fig. 17), and four tokens
in the Outside Station place, representing that 4 cars have
left the station (highlighted at the bottom-right of Fig. 17).

4.2 Reachability analysis

To perform a more exhaustive verification of the model,
we can perform reachability analysis and bounded model-
checking of invariants, with which we can check safety
properties. Specifically, we can study the reachability of
given states using the search command, where the states to
check can be specified both using patterns or conditions on
the states. The search command explores the reachable state
space following a breadth-first strategy.

To carry out a search, we need to provide: (i) the model
from which to initiate the search, (ii) the maximum depth

of the search (even for terminating systems, a search may
take a long time), (iii) the pattern model to be reached (a
model with variables), and (iv) an optional property that has
to be satisfied by the reached state. Since the structure of
the PN does not change along the execution, we can specify
our pattern model leaving as variables the tokens in each
place. Then, the condition to satisfy at the target state may
be specified as an OCL expression. As result, MultEcore will
determine whether such a state is reachable, in the specified
number of steps, and if so, it may provide the specific path
leading to the state found.

Let us see how we can use the search command of Maude
to verify properties on the gas station example. For example,
we can verify that, starting from the marking depicted in
Fig. 15, the system can reach a marking where four cars have
left the station and the station tank is again full to continue
fuelling further cars. To do that, we just need to select the
initialmodel, the target patternmodel, andwrite, for example,
the following OCL boolean expression:

id(4, "Station Tank").tokens->size() = 4
and id(4, "Outside Station").tokens->size() = 4

MultEcore responds positively, and provides the sequence
of rule names leading to such a solution:

FireInhibitorArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireInhibitorArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireInhibitorArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireInhibitorArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireRegularArcs
FireResetInhibitorArcs
FireRegularArcs

Notice that this is the path to one of the possible states sat-
isfying this condition, which, like in this case, may be not
unique.

We can also check whether certain misbehaviours may
occur. Below we list properties we have verified in order to
assure the correctness of the model:

– Property 1. It is not possible to find a state where, simul-
taneously, the places Station Tank and Disabled contain
tokens. Thiswould imply that either Evacuate or Replen-
ish transition could be fired more than once in a row,
which is not the behaviour we expect for this specific
system.We can check this property using the same initial
and pattern markings as before together with the follow-
ing property:

id(4, "Station Tank").tokens->size() > 0
and id(4, "Disabled").tokens->size() > 0
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Fig. 16 MultEcore screenshot for sequence of rules-based execution

Since the system is not terminating, and we expect not to
find it, then we specify a bound, e.g., of 20. The answer
from MultEcore is ‘false’, indicating that such a state
cannot be reached within the given depth.

– Property 2. It is not possible to find a state where either
the Fuel Indicator ON, Car Tank, and Disabled places
have more than one token. In other words, the indicator
is either ON or OFF, the car tank is either full or not, and
we cannot disable the station consecutively two times.
This property can be verified as the previous one using
the following OCL expression:

id(4, "Fuel Indicator ON").tokens->size() > 1
or id(4, "Car Tank").tokens->size() > 1
or id(4, "Disabled").tokens->size() > 1

Again, for a bound of 20, the answer from MultEcore is
‘false’.

– Property 3. We can find a state where more than 5 cars
have successfully exited the station.

id(4, "Outside Station").tokens->size() > 5

The answer obtained is positive, and the path to the first
found solution is provided.

All the properties listed above have provided the expected
results, which further validates our model.

4.3 System abstraction for unbounded analysis

In the previous section we have carried out bounded model
checking of several behavioural properties. Although lim-
ited to a maximum depth, the verification of the properties
checked using the search command greatly increase the con-
fidence in the correctness of the system. However, bounded
model checking is an incomplete procedure, since a coun-
terexample could exist at a larger search depth. The problem
in this case is that the state space is infinite, and therefore, we
cannot complete the analysis in this way. One way to fully
verify the system is using a finite abstraction of it, that is, on
an appropriate quotient of the original system whose set of
reachable states is finite. The method proposed in [44] cre-
ates an abstraction of the original system by adding a set of
equations to collapse the infinite set of reachable states into
a finite set. The specification, extended with these equations,
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Fig. 17 MultEcore syntax of the Gas station model state after execution

need to still satisfy the usual executability conditions—the
equations must be ground Church-Rosser and terminating,
and the rules should be ground coherent with them—but
the procedure is quite simple, and the abstraction is then
correct by construction. The method is valid both for the ver-
ification of invariants and LTL formulas with an additional
deadlock-freedom requirement. Indeed, an automatic proce-
dure to complete specifications so that the requirement is
satisfied has been given in [15].

The key idea about abstraction for invariant verifica-
tion is that if we can verify an invariant on the abstracted
specification—the specification with the equations defining
the abstraction—then it also holds in the original specifica-
tion. The implication, however, only works in one direction.
If we find a counterexample in the abstracted system it does
not necessarily mean that a counterexample exists for the
original system.

Let us apply the technique to our example. There are sev-
eral reasons why our Petri nets system is infinite. On the one
hand, we have that tokens get accumulated in the Outside
Station place, since every time a car gets its tank filled, the
car leaves the station and a new token is added to the place.On
the other hand, since we are representing tokens as objects,
every time a new token is created it gets a new unique iden-
tifier. Thus, even though from the Petri nets point of view,
tokens are anonymous dots in a place, in our representation

tokens are objects that have names and identifiers, and the
counter object keeps getting its value attribute increased.
We may, however, abstract from this information, since nei-
ther the tokens’ names nor identifiers are relevant, nor are we
really concerned about the number of tokens we have in the
Outside Station place. For the operation of the Petri net, the
number of tokens in the other places is not relevant either.
Specifically, since all arc weights are one, the analysis would
be the same if having four or three tokens in the Station Tank
place.

We introduce equations that abstract the Petri net system
is the following way: (1) The Outside Station place gets its
number of tokens decremented if it is bigger than one, (2) the
number of tokens in the Station Tank place becomes 3 if it
gets 4 tokens, (3) names and identifiers of token objects are
reset into a range of values not used by the counter object,
and (4) the counter object gets its value attribute restarted to
its initial value. Notice that when we eliminate or rename a
token, we also act on the relation object associating it to the
place in which it is located. In this way, we not only make all
places to have either zero or one tokens in them, but names
and identifiers are reused from a small set of possible values.

This abstraction makes the state space finite. And we
can use it to verify LTL formulas on the abstracted model.
Temporal logic allows the specification of safety proper-
ties (something bad never happens) and liveness properties
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(something good eventually happens), which are related to
the infinite behaviour of a system. However, we need a few
additional definitions first.

Kripke structures are the natural models for propositional
temporal logic. We need to understand how a Kripke struc-
ture is associated to the rewrite theory specified by a Maude
systemmodule. Basically, a Kripke structure is a (total) tran-
sition system to which we have added a collection of unary
state predicates on its set of states. Therefore, since the mod-
els of rewriting logic are also transition systems, we need
to make explicit the type of each of the states (System in
our specification) and the atomic propositions on which we
define our state predicates. In our case, we use OCL boolean
expressions as basic propositions, associating to each state
those boolean expressions that are satisfied in such a state.
For example, we may check the following properties

– Property 1.To check the property stating that it is always
([]) true that eventually (<>) the system gets to a state
in which there is a token on either the Disabled or the
Outside Stationplace can be checked using the following
LTL formula:

[] <> (id(4, "Disabled").tokens->size() > 0
\/ id(4, "Outside Station").tokens->size() > 0)

In this case, the answer obtained is positive.

– Property 2. The following LTL formula states that if we
reach a state inwhich there is a token in the Fuel Indicator
On place, then eventually a state in which there is a token
in the Outside Station place is reached.

[] (id(4, "Fuel Indicator ON").tokens->size() > 0
-> []<> id(4, "OutsideStation").tokens->size() > 0)

In this case the response is negative. Indeed, it may hap-
pen that the Petri net loops in the upper part, evacuating
and replenishing the station tank over and over again. As
usual, if the formula is not true, the model checker gives
a counterexample, in the form of a sequence of states.

The interested reader canfind the complete outputs in [55],
togetherwith the source files used to reproduce the execution.

5 Related work

In [56], the initial steps towards the use of rewriting logic
for providing a semantics of the MultEcore language which
could be used for model simulation was presented. The
present paper significantly extends it in several directions, but
mainly in its expressivity, support for analysis, and usability.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper in compar-
ison to [56], are:

– MultEcore has now full support for the definition and
manipulation of attributes. Support for the Object Con-
straint Language (OCL) [13] has been added for the
manipulation of attribute values and for the specification
of conditions, which greatly improves the expressiveness
of the tool.

– The expressivity of MCMTs have been extended and
improved, with respect to those used in [41,56] in the
following three main ways: (i) attribute definition and
manipulation, which brings additional expressivity to
the specification of behaviour; (ii) rule conditions that
add extra requirements for a rule to be applied; and (iii)
nested boxes to handle submodel collections, improving
expressiveness and reducing the proliferation of rules. A
preliminary and very limited version of these boxes was
presented in [56,58]. In this paper we presented a fully-
operational full-fledged version of them, where boxes
may appear in both sides of the rules, boxes may be
nested, and each of themmay have an explicit cardinality
specified.

– We present in this paper a rewriting logic semantics
of MLM hierarchies and MCMT rules through their
representation in Maude. This formal representation of
MultEcore models allows us to execute and analyse such
models usingMaude’s formal tools. Specifically, we have
illustrated the application of model checking, both in the
search for states satisfying provided conditions, and for
the verification of linear temporal logic formulas.

– Abidirectional transformation betweenMultEcoreMLM
models and Maude specifications has been developed.
This functional infrastructure connects MultEcore to
Maude, allowing us, not only to design our multilevel
modelling hierarchy and specify its MCMTs, but also
to simulate the specified systems and analyse and verify
them using several techniques. Within our infrastructure,
we encapsulateMaude as a background process that han-
dles the instructions and return the execution and analysis
results, given by the interface that the user uses to inter-
act. Whist there was some basic infrastructure for this in
[56], this is now a mature tool, not only more efficient
and configurable, but covering all the features of the lan-
guage.

Even though there exist a plethora of MLM approaches
and tools, only a few of them support DSML behaviour
specification and execution. Melanee [2] is one of the most
advanced tools forMLM. The tool supports a variant of OCL
with deep semantics (DeepOCL) which has been integrated
with the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) for model
transformations. Lange shows in [36] how this tool can be
used to check constraints spanning multiple classification
levels which can be defined and executed. AlthoughMelanee
itself is not natively supporting tools for simulation/execu-
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tion through the specification of the execution semantics,
i.e., (multilevel) transformation rules, there are some works
on top of it that aims to achieve this (see, e.g., [3]). In that
work, the model execution mechanism is based on a ser-
vice API and a plug-in mechanism, and the communication
between the modelling and the execution environments is
realised using socket-based communication. We provide in
our approach the whole set of tools necessary to directly
be able to define the structure of the multilevel hierarchy,
specify themultilevel model transformation rules (MCMTs),
execute/simulate the models, and analyse the system.

The MetaDepth tool [17] is a well-known framework
within theMLM community. It is integrated with the Epsilon
languages [25], which permits using the Epsilon Object Lan-
guage (EOL) as an action language to define behaviour for
metamodels, as well as the Epsilon Validation Language
(EVL) for expressing constraints. Both EOL and EVL are
extensions of OCL. The approach implements the interface
of the connectivity layer in a way to make EOL aware of
the multiple ontological levels providing it with a multilevel
nature. However, the authors of [17] state thatMetaDepth can
be used as a normal two-level meta-modelling environment
when it comes to the execution of behaviour of the models.
Thus, for the actual execution they would have to flatten their
multilevel language to a two-level version in order to run the
models. To the best of our knowledge there is not yet a MLM
tool that supports or integrates model checking and analysis
capabilities within its MLM tool-set.

Other authors have attempted to handle pattern identifica-
tion and specification to define reusable model transforma-
tion rules. There exist a diverse set of approaches that bring
solutions to pattern definition and application in the context
of graph transformations. In [29], Guerra and de Lara explore
recursion as a graph transformation mechanism. They pro-
vide double pushout (DPO) rules with base and recursive
conditions, together with mechanisms to pass the match-
ing between successive recursion steps. Lindqvist et al. [37]
propose the star operator, which is suited to find repetitive
occurrences of a specific modelling pattern. However, the
star operator is only defined formatchingmodel extracts, and
not to perform transformations. In [28], Grønmo, Krogdahl,
and Møller-Pedersen present a collection operator for graph
transformation and show its usage to a variety of Coloured
Petri nets. Using this operator, it is possible to match several
similar structures within themodel. They theoretically define
how nesting would work by producing an ad-hoc rule that
would fit to the specific case. We follow a similar approach
by defining the rule in a generic way and then the transfor-
mation engine provides also a generic version in the Maude
specification. The advantage of our approach with respect to
the collection operator is that we do not physically produce
an unfolded rule, but it is dynamically unfolded and used at
run-time. It is during the matching at run-time when the rule

is unfolded guided by the cardinalities provided in the rule.
In [51], Rensink and Kuperus propose a transformation lan-
guage that uses an amalgamation scheme for nested graph
transformation rules, where pattern elements are combined
with universal and existing quantifiers. The transformation
language is used in the GROOVE tool. Henshin [61] is an in-
place model transformation language for the EMF. Among
other features, it implements a rule-nesting mechanism [1]
that provides a for-each operator for rules. In nested rules,
the outer rule is referred to as kernel rule and the inner rule
as multi rule. During execution of a nested rule, the kernel
rule is matched and executed once. Afterwards, the match is
used as a starting point to match the multi-rule as often as
possible and execute it for each match.

There are several traditional MDSE approaches that deal
with execution and verification related to our proposal. In
[53], Rivera et al. use Maude to represent 2-level models to
be able to simulate and perform formal analysis and model
checking on them. Such work served us as inspiration and
starting point.Wewere considering either implementing our-
selves an execution engine within MultEcore or using an
existing tool where to rely on. Studying some works where
Maude was used and analysing how the language could be
customised together with its plethora of existing capabilities
made us to follow such a path.

We also analysed other mature tools in the context of
model execution via operational semantics, e.g., Henshin
[61] or the GEMOC Studio [10,16], which helped us to
understand how the user could interact with the execution
tools from an Eclipse-based application. In the context of
verification, GROOVE (GRaph-based Object-Oriented VEr-
ification) [27,49] is a tool for software model checking of
object-oriented systems. It can be used for modelling, analy-
sis and verification and integrates all these functionalities in
an easy to use interactive GUI. While we already integrate
intoMultEcore someMaude functionalities for execution and
verification, we still have to work in this direction to ease
the process to the modeller. We see GROOVE as a viable
approach to achieve a better usability degree in MultEcore.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented an infrastructure for execu-
tion and analysis of multilevel modelling languages.

To make this possible, we have integrated Maude into the
MultEcore tool, allowing us not only to define multilevel
hierarchies and their behaviours by means of MCMTs, but
also carry out simulation and model checking using different
analysis techniques. An important element of our approach
is that Maude is used as a backend tool, hidden to the user
such that the interaction is entirely donewithMultEcore. This
makes the modeller unaware of the Maude details. Although
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in the last years several traditional two-level tools have pro-
vided support for the whole cycle of behavioural DMSLs
(from design to simulation and verification), to the best of our
knowledge this is the first work where a MLM tool incorpo-
rates capabilities to performmodel checking andother formal
analyses. We find that the work presented in this paper can
open new doors to the MLM field, as this tool can be used
to define behavioural multilevel DSMLs, execute them, and
verify them.

Apart from the major improvements in the infrastructure
itself, we have improved and extended the MCMTs capa-
bilities, by allowing nested boxes to represent collections,
incorporated attribute manipulations, and specification of
conditions. Basic support for OCL is also provided, which is
very useful for the manipulation of attributes, the specifica-
tion of box cardinalities, the specification of rule conditions,
and the specification of expressions and conditions to be used
in the formal checks, including LTL formulas.

To validate and demonstrate that our infrastructure works
and that actual execution and analysis can be carried out,
we have provided a case study where a Petri net model that
captures a gas station is simulated applying consecutively
the MCMT rules defined in MultEcore. The goal of this case
study has been to evaluate the usability and practicability of
the developed infrastructure.We are already considering how
to evaluate our tool against otherMLMapproaches that allow
the modeller to perform execution on models by defining in-
place model transformations. We have validated and verified
the modelled system using reachability analysis and model
checking techniques on an abstracted version of the model.
We refer the reader to the main MultEcore webpage [54] for
further details and examples.

We plan to integrate into MCMTs the capabilities that
a programming language brings such as reasoning about
functions, expressions, type specifications, and data manipu-
lations.Our current implementation of certainOCL functions
represents a step towards this goal. We are already working
on adapting the complete mOdCL (Maude + OCL) [24] to
our multilevel infrastructure so that we can make use of the
full power of OCL in a Multilevel context. This would allow
us, for instance, to specify Coloured Petri nets [32] which
combine classical Petri nets with a programming language
[63].

In the PN example presented in this paper, the behaviour
of regular PNs is specified by one single MCMT, and the
behaviour of reset/inhibitor PNs by another one. However,
this is an exceptional case, since the behaviour of systems
is typically described by a bigger number of MCMT rules,
each one specifying one of the possible actions in the DSML
being modelled. In systems like the robot system modelled
in [40], the production line systemmodelled in [56], etc., one
has many MCMTs, defined at different levels of abstraction.
In these cases, the possibilities for horizontal/vertical exten-
sions was clearly illustrated, showing how MCMTs defined
for models in higher levels are applicable on lower levels. In
the case of PNs, the only action is the firing of transitions,
and the fact that the types of incoming arcs may be arbitrarily
mixed, force us to model the action in one single MCMT per
type of PN.However, the PNs case points an interesting issue,
whichwe believe is worth investigating in the future. The fact
that theFire reset/inhibitor transition rule (Fig. 7) extends the
the Fire regular transitionMCMT (Fig. 4) makes us think on
the possibility of developing mechanisms for MCMT exten-
sion, which may further improve the degree of modularity
and reusability of MCMTs.

Ultimately, we plan to further advance on the interface that
connectsMultEcore toMaude, bringingmore advanced func-
tionalities such as an interactive editor, a smoother experience
to the user with the graphical editor and additional Maude
capabilities to, for instance, customise the strategy language
and have more control on the execution and analysis.

A Petri nets multilevel hierarchy

See Fig. 18.
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(a) petri-nets-concepts 

(b) regular-petri-nets

(c) reset-inhibitor-petri-nets

(d) reset-inhibitor-petri-net-example

Fig. 18 Petri nets multilevel hierarchy
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